Porsche’s ultimate winter car?
Their 959 could be considered just that…

This 959 (left) is equipped with all-wheel drive, cockpit adjustable ride
height and drive torque distribution. Its ABS brakes are stuffed inside
magnesium hollow spoke pressurized wheels shod with run flat tires
and you’ll find bespoke double wishbone suspension at all four corners.
All of this is wrapped in a voluptuous Aramid and aluminum body,
powered by a 2.85 liter, 4 cam, 4 valve, water and air cooled, sequentially
turbo charged engine producing 444 horsepower.
Sadly this particular 1988 Porsche 959 will be tied up a bit longer while
undergoing some major repairs here at European Performance
Engineering and may not have the opportunity to play in the snow this
winter. However, please feel free to drop by and see the “work in progress” and perhaps discuss your own Porsche needs.
Whether you drive a Cayenne, Boxster, Cayman, Panamara or 911,
remember, EPE is one of the only “Porsche specific” independent service
and repair facilities in New England with a talented staff, dedicated to
making your Porsche ownership experience as rewarding and exciting
as it can be.
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Car Challenge competition, rode with
Lamborghini Dallas.
After we picked our jaws up off the
floor, we put our heads together to discuss our new competition… for about 10
seconds; we then set about the business
of practicing.
Our drivers (Corey and Aaron) seemed
about average with the new competition, pulling roughly the same times
around the track, working out the kinks
— on our worst set of tires. A positive
sign for sure, but we didn’t talk about it,
not in the pits. We tried to look confused
and intimidated. We weren’t.
After we picked our jaws up off the Practice 2 made for some interestfloor, we put our heads together to ing copy. As the drivers started
discuss our new competition… for to push harder, the left-rear tires
started to blow out. It’s a tricky
about 10 seconds;
course, one that is especially hard
on the left-rear corners of the car.
We qualified, in 5th. Andy Lally
qualifi
ed fastest. It was the first minor
ing, right?
tremor
in our confidence. Three cars
Wednesday dawned bright and early at
didn’t
qualify.
They blew out those tires,
Road Atlanta for Petit Le Mans. I didn’t realand
most
of
those
blowouts caused the
ize that the last race of the year would be
rear
defuser
to
be
torn
off the car.
just as big a circus as the first in Daytona.
The
fi
rst
race
day
arrived,
and we put
There had to be 20,000 people there, and
our
heads
together
again.
And
again,
10,000 of them were camping at the track.
there
was
nothing
to
do
but
drive
our
Road Atlanta is a massive, sprawling place
own
race.
with great views almost everywhere. But
Out on the grid we smiled, and took
the best view to me on this glorious mornpictures.
Fans walked around us, and we
ing was that of the three ladies that were
selectively
prayed for a good outcome.
soon to go out to practice.
Corey
was
in as first driver. He’s lighter
Out on this he grid for first practice,
than
Aaron
and
so the crew can rip him
tongues were wagging. It seemed like
out
of
the
car
by
the shoulders of his suit,
some of our competition didn’t like being
thereby
saving
precious
seconds during
humiliated (by us) at VIR, and had spent
driver
changes.
the intervening weeks before the races
Cars dropped like flies with those rear
procuring some talent.
tire
blowouts, six of 16 came in before
Kevin Conway, the (already crowned)
the
race was half over. Corey drove like
series champion, brought in three-time
an
angel
— fast, but managing the tires.
Grand-Am champion Andy Lally to
When
we
pitted for a driver change, we
co-drive with him. Another competitor
were
in
1st,
by 12 seconds.
brought in four-time SCCA World ChalAaron
got
in the car, and with the pit
lenge champion and current Continental
limiter
whining,
shot out onto the track.
Tire SportsCar challenge standout Lawson
The
change
had
cost us the first slot, but
Aschenbach, and veteran Terry Borcheller,
the
driver
in
fi
rst
hadn’t pitted yet, so we
a multiple champion in Grand-Am, Ameriwere
all
set.
Aaron
drove and drove, trycan Le Mans Series and Continental Sportshe last race of the Lambo season
brought thrills and, well… there were
no chills; it was Atlanta in August.
I was off again, this time at a more
reasonable time, when I landed in Atlanta
at about 6:30 pm. I didn’t luck out on my
rental car this time. In fact it was so unremarkable that I can’t even tell you what it
was, so no rental car review I’m afraid.
This race would be a trickier balance for
me. I still had to manage my project back
home, and be there for my team at the
track. But there’s a lot of downtime in rac-
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ing to make the gap bigger and bigger, until,
on the back straight, at 168mph, the left-rear
blew out.
I radioed in that Aaron was headed to pit
lane. The crew stood ready, changed the tire
in 25 seconds, and out he went. Fifth place
now because of the change time, and everyone in front had pitted already. Fifth!
Aaron once again employed his magic, and
pulled the car into a 3rd-place finish when it
was all over. We’d take 3rd with the blowout.
We were the only ones on the podium to
have suffered a tire loss. None of the pros
made it to the podium, not one.
The crew and I headed out to celebrate
our success. It had been a long, hard-fought
battle, and we were ready to celebrate.
We hit a restaurant just north of Atlanta
called Pappadouxs — a huge family restaurant famous for their seafood.
David and I arrived first, and headed toward
the bar. A drinks menu greeted us, filled with
colorful pictures of specialty drinks. The silliest of all graced the front of the menu. It had
been dubbed the “Purple Voodoo,” and it was
served in a giant hurricane glass with lots of
fruit, and a rather large umbrella on top.
continued on page 37

In This Issue...

W

e spend a lot of time with information from
Porsche Cars North America (PCNA). They
are a fount of information, and truthfully, the
winter issues are hard to fill. You’ll notice this issue is
8 paged shorter than most of the year, and 12 pages
lighter than some summer issues.
This is the time of year I’d like to hear from you the
most! Send me your car stories, your war stories, your
love (of cars) stories. How did you start? Do you ask
yourself: How did I get here? Share your story, I’d bet a
few other members have the same affliction.
New or older Porsches, we all joined the club. Why?
I came to learn to drive the most beautifully engineered car on the road today will all of the speed and
passion it was meant to be driven with, and somehow
I ended up your Editor. Seriously, how did I get here?
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Up To Speed
Lap Around Palmer

N

ow that the car is put away for
winter, PCA events for the next few
months are all social events for me.
Or so I thought. While not in the Porsche,
I got a few more laps around a track. This
past weekend was the Zone 1 Presidents’
meeting outside Albany NY. We have a oneday meeting to get updates from National
and Zone 1 and discuss any issues that
affect us all. Some of our greatest ideas can
come from here. If it works for you, then
it will likely work for us. I drove out with
Matt Romanowski, NCR President, and Jay
Gratton, so the ride out and back was more
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front straight is long and it goes uphill
in the braking zone and then downhill
until Turn 3. Palmer is continuing to work
to get the safety in place this fall/winter/
spring, and then on to the infrastructure
in the infield. Some may be available for
2015, but most likely in future years.
I know Stan is working to finalize dates
for NER next year for Palmer and everywhere else. I am excited to have another
new track after Thompson in 2014 that
is so close to home for NER. Hope to see
everyone soon!

I don’t think any part of the track is
actually flat; it is all a matter of how
much incline or decline.
entertaining than usual. Thanks for driving
Matt!
The best part of the weekend was on Sunday morning. SCCA hosted an open house
at Palmer Raceway and Matt suggested we
stop by. And knowing we were passing by
on the way home from Albany, it was a nobrainer. I easily convinced Dave he should
drive out to meet us and we also ran into
Tom Tate. We got onto the track and lined
up at the end of the front straight. They had
at least 50 cars so we knew from the beginning that the laps were definitely going
to be slow. The driver’s meeting reminded
everyone there are no guardrails or safety
equipment in place yet, so touring laps
only. We then excitedly got into our cars.
Dave was driving so I got a map of the track
on my phone telling him what turn was
next. It helps knowing if it is left or right.
We were lucky and got out early so our
first lap we got comfortably into second
gear. From Turn 3 to Turn 8, you are going
uphill and then come back down until
the front straight. There is good amount
of banking in Turn 10, whereas the other
turns did not appear to have as much. I
don’t think any part of the track is actually
flat; it is all a matter of how much incline
or decline. As you can see on the map, the
N
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Oil and Water
Planes, Trains and Automobiles

H

ere we are in December 2014, the
end of another year. It seems like
yesterday I wrote my first column
for “The Nor’easter.” I think this is number
14 or 15. Time has genuinely flown by.
I’m a year older, my cars are a year older,
and the Speedster is still in the process of
being restored. I’m sitting here hoping the
winter blues aren’t going to set in early. It
must be time to plan that mid-winter trip
to some sun and sand. But that’s enough
of the ranting and whining. Here’s a big
“happy holidays” and “happy new year” to
everyone.

ing Coordinator. The group travels to
pre-determined shoot locations that
include day and night shots in a variety
challenging situations. There are shoots
that include city, country, people, buildings, carnival rides and even wildlife. We
shoot in all types of light and in all types
of weather. There is also plenty of time on
your own to explore. Most of all, just like
the car enthusiast community, we make
new lifelong friends. I would highly recommend this type of vacation to anyone
that enjoys photography and that would
like to see the world through a different
lens.
My son Chris and I signed up for Now I’d like to move on to some
other observations I made in regards
a Photography Trek to
planes, trains
Budapest, Vienna and Prague. to
and automobiles.
I’ve travelled over
one million miles
around the world,
Now on to this month’s column.
so, in my humble
As you may have read in last month’s
opinion, I feel as
column, I was on the verge of leaving for a though I’m qualiunique vacation to Eastern Europe. My son fied to make the
Chris and I signed up for a Photography
following observaTrek to Budapest, Vienna and Prague. The
tions. Plane travel in
trip also had a couple of intermediary stops the U.S. is noticein Hallstatt, Cesny Krumlov and Kutna Hora. ably different than
Over the eight days of the Trek we were
plane travel in the
on four planes, two trains and numerous
EU. Even though
busses. We also saw many, many cars durwe all comply with
ing the trip, so I appropriately dubbed this an international
month’s column, Planes, Trains and Autostandard for secumobiles (and buses).
rity, the ways that
It was a tremendously rewarding trip. We standard is applied
took thousands of photos in a variety of
are subject to local
settings. We also experienced the differinterpretations.
ences in travel logistics from a U.S. vs. EU
Security lines in
perspective. At the same time we got to
the U.S. generally
compare and contrast a multitude of cars
move along, but
across the aforementioned cities.
there is always the
The structure of a Photo Trek is fairly
inevitable subset of
simple. This particular trip was run by
people that don’t
Popular Photography and is called the
have a clue. We’ve
Mentor Series. The tour provides a Photog- all been there. The
raphy Mentor, Tour Guides and a Marketperson who spends
PG. 8
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five minutes unlacing thigh-high boots and
then tries to walk through the metal detector dripping with jewelry and a belt buckle
the size of a horn grill on a 356. Or the
person that is told three times to remove
any liquids and gels from their bag, but still
sends the luggage through the machine
with a 16 oz. bottle of Desani inside. Well, I
can honestly say, in Europe it doesn’t quite
work that way. People are verbally reminded of the rules as they walk through the
airport. There are timekeepers, so to speak,
at each security station.
This is like the TSA employees in the U.S.
continued on page 39
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Four Speeds & Drum Brakes
LeMons Report - Racing Junk

te
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I

know it’s not a four-speed, and there
are disc brakes on it, but I feel obligated
to report on my most recent attempt
to drive a $500 car for hours at a time as
fast as it will go. Since my faithful readers
have read about the triumph of finishing
all these crap can races (their words, not
mine) in the VW Jetta, I believe that I am
obligated to report when it does not all go
well.
The LeMons Race in New Hampshire was
held in late October and, while that could
involve ice and snow, we were lucky and
had a stretch of warm weather this year.

between crashes and burst hoses, it
was bound to happen. There was a little
the same time. We held our own throughrattle can work done to remove any trace
out the day and, save for a couple of
of last year’s contest and we were ready
taps, stayed out of trouble and out of the
penalty box. The race ran from 10:00 am
until 6:00 pm when the sun was gone we
were thankful for a garage space inside.
In checking the car over after eight hours
of flat-out racing we found that there
was a small (?) leak of water bubbling out
of a plastic housing that was bolted to
the head and held the top radiator hose.
After cooling down, it was removed and
we determined that an O-ring had given
up after only 22 years. So, we set about
We watched our competitors for
looking for a replacement. It didn’t look
a while, but seeing them race
that bad and, since we couldn’t find a
new one, we re-installed it with an ample
when we couldn’t got boring
to race.
glob of black RTV goo and left it to set up
pretty quick...
The race had attracted an even larger
overnight.
number of crazies this year as 134 cars
We returned the next morning and fired
staggered to the grid for the starting
up the Jetta to test the fix, only to find that
The VW Jetta was hauled out of the back of flag. The boat/truck was back along
the same small leak was present. We had
a garage up at the lake after a year of stor- with enough BMW 3-series to have their
some time before the start so the housing
age. We had finished the race last year with own DE. Theater was big this year as
was pulled again and examined in the light
every intent of getting back on the track
one team fielded enough members to
of day to discover that the fault was not in
in the spring but our team captain was out call it a wedding party and even held
the O-ring, but due to a crack in the plastic
of town and we missed it. That was when
one for the Judges. The bride rode on
itself. We got on the phone and called all
I jumped ship and went to the Peugeot
top of their entry, a Chevy Citation X-11
the FLAPS in Concord I had visited two
team at Watkins Glen. A ride is a ride when (remember those?) and lasted all day.
days before. Everyone knew exactly what
it comes to $500 cars.
we needed (they all crack there, didn’t
The Jetta didn’t seem any worse for wear
you know?) but nobody had one, as it is a
as we went over it in the garage area of
dealer only item. Suddenly our race was
the track. I was half way there when I got
over. We couldn’t drive the car with the
a call that a set of brake pads was needed.
leak as it would eventually overheat and
After three stops in Concord I found a set
cost us an engine. This car had treated us
that only set us back $14. So much for
too well to let that happen, so we didn’t
the high cost of racing. There was a new
take the green flag on Sunday morning.
set of tires on the car, nothing that you’d
We watched our competitors for a while,
really want because the rules dictate that
but seeing them race when we couldn’t
a very high tread wear number be used
got boring pretty quick, so we loaded the
to a) keep costs down and, b) wear like
car on the trailer, cleaned up the garage
iron with few failures. The antifreeze was
and rolled out.
drained into a roasting pan and water
On a 1.3-mile track, the size of the field
That early retirement got me home in time
added. As with any race track, only water
meant a bumper-to-bumper start when
to surprise the wife and dog and get the
is allowed since antifreeze on pavement
every flag station waved the green at
can be as slippery as oil, and at this event,

continued on page 38
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Minutes of the Board
November Meeting

T

he October board of directors meeting was held on November 12th,
hosted by Michael and Tracy. The
meeting started at 8:00 pm after a great
Lasagna/Texas Toast dinner.
Present were:
Marcus Collins (Secretary),
Kristin Larson (President),
Bill Seymour (Admin),
Steve Ross,
Mike Orsini (Treasurer),
Stan Corbett (DE),
Chris Mongeon (Past President).
Dani gave the membership report, indicating we now have:
Primary members: 1,579;
Affiliate members: 966;
Total members: 2,545;
Transfers in: 2;
Transfers out: 4;
New members: 17.
The votes for the 2015 Board of Directors have been mailed — please vote for
your NER board. The yearly voting mailing
will also prompt members to check and
update their profile on PCA.
Financials: Michael had sent out the
financials prior to the meeting and there
were no comments. We did not have a
quorum, so the approval will be done
through e-mail.
Bill reported on Autocross–. The AX committee has appointed new members. The
AX winner and prizes have been selected
— all will be revealed at the annual dinner
(be sure to buy your tickets — see “The
Nor’easter” for details).
Bill reported on Admin. The spectacular
Paul Russell visit is on Dec 6th, and the
trip is limited to 100 people. Look for the
description and sign-up in “The Nor’easter”
and on the website. The annual dinner
will be held on Jan 10th, 2015. The cost of
the event will be $60. The Herb Chambers
Winter Warmer will be held in Feb 8th. The
rest of the first quarter events are almost
finalized.
PG. 10
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The DE season is now closed. :-( The
only remaining activity is to issue the
rebate checks for those members who
attended many events — they will be
sent this month. Design Associates in
Plymouth is a new tech inspection station for 2015. On the DE schedule, the
second Canadian event at Calabogie will
again be off the schedule, as sister PCA
clubs could not coordinate schedules
with us. The 2015 schedule is being finalized and will be announced shortly. The
new tracks at Thompson (two events)
and Palmer (single event) will be on the
2015 schedule.
Karen Cohen reported on the annual dinner. Wellesley Country Club
has informed us that the venue is not
available in December 2015. The board
discussed whether we should move the
event to the Andover Country Club. Bill
Seymour will look for venues that are
more convenient for the South MA and
RI members. A decision will be made by
early December.
The NER Members Cars calendars are complete and will be
Happy PCA Anniversary!
offered for sale at the bargain
price of $15. Buy your copy today
Fifteen Years
Five
on MotorsportsReg.com. See
Cheryl Baer
Michael Atkin
the advert in “The Nor’easter” for
James Baer
Erin Duffy
details.
Lori Sarnecki
H. Elkadi
Kristen will attend the Zone 1
Leigh Finney
presidents meeting in NovemTen Years
Elaine Fontaine
ber. Key issues to be discussed
Tom P. Ahern
Josh Lyons
will the reorganization of Zone
Mac W. Chrupcala
Peter W. Moll
1, which currently includes 18
George M. Perrin
Nancy Chrupcala
regions.
Steve A. Ratner
Burton L. Osterweis
The next board meeting will
Ted F. Schirmacher Jr.
Na-Young Young Osbe held at the home of Kristen
terweis
Amy Shanler
Larson on Wednesday, December
Rick D. Paris
Mike S. Shanler
10th at 6:30 pm. The new board
Chris Rich
Christian Trudel
members will be invited in order
Christopher W. Rich
Ed J. Wiggins
to support transition of the roles.
Helen Wiggins
With no further business proposed, Kristin asked to close the
meeting, and Marcus seconded
the proposal. With no dissenting
votes we adjourned at 9:40 pm.
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The Long and Winding Road
Lemonade Part III

O

ne is always advised that, “when life
gives you lemons, make lemonade”
and we did! My readers will recall
that I am one of four PCA members who
are campaigning a 24 Hours of LeMons
(under $500) racecar. The team of me, Dave
Berman (“First Mechanic” — and partner of
NER President Kristin Larson), Nick Shanny
(NER VP-Activities) and Dennis Mascetta
(NCR, but he has a lift) converted a 1993
Mazda Miata from rusty street car to rusty
race car over the winter of 2013–14. Our
first race was at New Jersey Motorsports
Park in May where the car performed

We have a big wall-clock zip-tied
into the car and we wrote down
the times when each shift was to
finish and duct taped it on the
dashboard
beautifully, we performed okay, and we
finished 44th out of about 160 cars. The
others also did a Chump Car race (low
budget cars and no goofy theme stuff —
they took the joint off the roof for that
one) while I was on vacation and, again,
the car ran well but against a field of much
faster cars.

So we were all looking forward to the
final race of the year at NHMS, in October.
With fingers crossed that the weather
wouldn’t be horrible, we aspired to a
top-20 finish. Our hoped-for improvement
would come from: 1) greater experience
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in wheel-to-wheel racing (before the NJ
race the sum total between the four of us
was the 2013 LeMons race that Dave and
I did); 2) having a working radio system
and posting a spotter up in the stands
who could relay track information; and
3) doing longer driver shifts. At NJMP we
had done one-hour shifts so we were in
the pits 3 – 5 minutes out of each hour
(gas added every other stop). Our plan
was to each do one shift per day, divided
equally, so we would be doing close to
two-hour shifts. This was of some concern to me (Spoiler Alert if you are under
60 years old) since my bathroom visit
interval is sometimes shorter than that.
But if I don’t drink lots of water I have
leg cramps. Unfortunately they have
not yet developed a reservoir system
for humans like they have in car cooling
systems (where it pulls in just as much
coolant as is needed) and I was unwilling to resort to wearing Depends (this
strategy was praised by an unnamed
NER columnist who also does LeMons
races). I was also worried about getting a
little goofy after driving that long.
In our pre-race planning meeting at the
Makris the night before the race, it was
determined that Nick would take the first
shift on Saturday (most crowded since
almost all of the 130 entrants would
be running, and the racing is more like
the Southeast
Expressway
during rush
hour than a DE
at Watkins Glen
International —
so no one wants
it) and the last
shift on Sunday
(when the attitude turns to,
“what do I have
to lose at this
point?” and the
crazies go even
E
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crazier). Thanks Nick! After Nick came Dave,
then Bill, then Dennis driving, with a similar rotation through the spotter job. We
have a big wall-clock zip-tied into the car
and we wrote down the times when each
shift was to finish and duct taped it on the
dashboard — just in case the radio system
didn’t work (it didn’t at NJ, but it worked
great at NHMS).
We got lucky and the weather was dry
and not that cold when we started. Nick
did a nice job staying out of trouble and
the car ran fine. But it was quickly obvious
that there were a lot more fast cars (okay,
relatively fast cars — this is LeMons!) at
this race than at NJ. (As it turned out, 85
cars ran a faster single lap than our fastest
lap.) Nick was in about 50th place when he
came in, but we soldiered on and gradually started to climb in the standings as
attrition and more pit stops slowed the
competition. There is a huge scoreboard in
the middle of NHMS that displays the leaders down to 45th place, and we cheered
when we finally got on the board.
We had no incidents the first day — the
spotter helped a lot in avoiding surprise
yellows and in knowing when to start
racing again after a full course yellow (lots
of those). Dennis finished the day with no
continued on page 38
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The Checkered Flag
Passion and Speed
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cause of poor performance on the track).
Dan
It’s silly season — too-many drivers

F

or this year’s photo contest, the board
decided to put the winning entries
into a 2015 NER calendar. I’m always
somewhat nervous as the October deadline approaches, just in case we don’t get
enough photos submitted. I need not have
worried this year — I received 120 photos
from 20 different members. The challenge
then became how to select the 12 photos
that best represented a cross-section of
members’ cars or NER events, and would be
appropriate for the season of each month.

The challenge then became
how to select the 12 photos
that best represented a crosssection of members’ cars...
All were of a very high standard and for
those selected — congratulations! If your
entry was not selected, thank you for submitting, but we had far more great entries
than would fit in the 12 months. The biggest surprise, and the one that shows the
contest is open to all, was that two of the
winning entries were taken using a smartphone. If it were not for the photographer
telling me, I would never have known.
The calendar is at the printers for an initial
run, and the winners (you already know if
you were selected) will receive a copy of
the calendar in early December. We will
also be offering the calendar for sale to
members —if you’d like a copy (only $15)
please see the advert in this copy of “The
Nor’easter.” Given this year’s response, I’m
going to recommend that we make this a
regular contest. Some insider information
— photos of cars with Fall foliage were very
popular and so, with winter approaching,
get out your Smartphone and snap your
Carrera 4 in the snow.
Dani and I are Realtors and so, since the
buying/selling season finally slows down
as Thanksgiving and Christmas approach,
we’ve got some F1 trips coming up. First
it’s Austin for the USA F1 at Circuit Of The
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Americas (COTA). It’s our third year going
to this event and we selected the same
grandstand (Stand 15) as last year. Stand
15 has bucket seats (I’d recommend
adding a small blow-up cushion — just a
few dollars from REI) and it is in a twisty
section just after the long straight, so
the view of the high-speed overtaking
action is great. We are also going to the
final race of the season in Abu Dhabi
and adding on a dive trip to the Red Sea
(diving and F1 are our two passions). I’ll
leave the description of this race to next
month’s column.

This F1 season has turned out to be
one of the most exciting in years. Even
though the Mercedes team has dominated, the top spot on the podium has
flip-flopped between Lewis Hamilton
and Nico Rosberg. The other teams
have been fighting over third, or higher
when the Mercedes has had reliability
issues. The biggest surprise has been the
poor performance of Sebastian Vettel.
He dominated for so many years that
nobody expected him to be outclassed
by his team mate Daniel Riccardo (much
to the delight of Dani, a fellow Aussie)
who is now third in the drivers championship. Vettel just hasn’t got to grips
with this year’s radically different cars. He
also caught us all by surprise by deciding
to leave Red Bull to drive for Ferrari next
year (which fired their president and
team manager this year, allegedly beR

E

A

chasing too few drives. Most of the major
teams have decided on their driver lineup, except McLaren, which appear to be
courting Fernando Alonso who we know
will not drive alongside Vettel at Ferrari
next year. Rumors persist that Jenson
Button will follow Marc Webber’s lead
and drive in the Le Mans series next year
(Porsche or Audi are the teams most often
named). It looks likely that two current
teams will not race in 2015, Marussia and
Caterham — both have gone into bankruptcy. The new U.S.-based Haas team has
decided to spend 2015 building the team
and the car, and will be on the starting
grid in 2016. The last piece of U.S. gossip
is that Las Vegas is trying to get on the F1
schedule — we’ll see if they can pull this
one off. They raced there once before in
the 1980s in a casino car park — personally I’m skeptical, and I think it’s a 50:50
chance that they’ll be racing down The
Strip anytime soon.
Back to Austin and the U.S. Formula 1.
The support races were the Ferrari Challenge and Porsche Mobil 1 Supercup. As
normal, the Ferraris were crazy (in the final
race they spent the majority of the race
behind the safety car) as they collided or
simply lost control. As I’ve mentioned before, the 500+ bhp and lack of downforce
makes them difficult to drive and the reckless abandon with which they throw these
$250K cars around makes for entertaining

continued on page 37
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In racing you wouldn’t leave it to Lady Luck …

It’s the same in today’s competitive housing market …
by Marcus Collins

All the real estate data you need to make the right decision!
On the web, blog, monthly newsletter and on your smartphone.

Dani Fleming
617 997 9145
Dani.Fleming@MAPropertiesOnline.com
www.MAPropertiesOnline.com
Specializing in the north west quadrant from
Cambridge to Route 495
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Don’t Lift
End of Year
St

W

ork is proceeding on next year’s
DE schedule. Plans include a combined NCR/NER Novice Day and
regular DE in April (which includes NCR’s
Make-A-Wish); NER events are at Thompson
(May and September), the new for 2015
track at Palmer (June), LCMT in conjunction
with the Blues Festival (July), and WGI (August?). As of this writing the status of our
event at Watkins Glen International is up in
the air as they are planning to repave the
track in 2015 and the impact on our event
is unknown. In addition to Novice Day, NCR
events are at Lime Rock Park (June), Palmer
(August), and NHMS (spring is a Long Time

Please take the time to join me
in thanking the members of the
Track Committee for their efforts.
Coming to close the driving season in
October). Specific dates will be provided as
soon as plans are finalized.
The DE Ground School will probably be in
February again this year. Pat Maloney (NCR
Track Chair) and I have been working hard
to coordinate schedules, hopefully spreading the wealth of track days available to us
a little better. We are also working with NCR
to implement some instructor training during the off-season. We’re looking to bring in
a pro driver/coach to work with our instructors and instructor candidates, providing
them with tools that will make them better
instructors yet. The instructor training planning meeting is coming up this Saturday.
Much of the credit for the success of
this DE season goes to your track committee. Members put in many hours prior
to events handling registrations, creating
schedules and worker assignments, and
linking students and instructors together.
All of the members put in time at the track,
sometimes missing runs on track, to make
the events flow smoothly. Your 2014 Track
Committee has been:
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Track Chair, Stan Corbett
Chief Instructor, Jerry Pellegrino
Instructor Development, Bob Kelliher out-of-region drivers that joined us at our
‘away’ events at Le Circuit Mont-Tremblant
Track Operations, Chip Wood and
(LCMT) and Watkins Glen International
Marcus Collins
(WGI) aka “The Glen.” Another 64 drivNovice Development, Jeff Talling
ers attended two events. There were 65
DE Registrar, Mark Keefe
drivers (an increase of ten from 2013)
Chief Scrutineer, Jerry Pellegrino
that attended three or more events and
Track Tech Lead, Ann Anderson
qualified for a rebate. Breaking that down
Control Chief, Kristin Larson
a little further, 40 drivers (an increase of
DE Socials, Adrianne Ross (also OnTrack Registrar when Mark Keefe was not ten from 2013) attended three events and
are receiving a 5% rebate of the fees they
available)
Consultant, Matthew Wallis (also Chief paid. Nineteen drivers (up from last year’s
17) attended four events and are receiving
Instructor when Jerry was not available)
a 7.5% rebate. And six drivers attended all
Please take the time to join me in
five DE events, achieving perfect attenthanking the members of the Track
dance and receiving a 10% rebate. Thank
Committee for their efforts. There will
you to all these folks. While their return on
be several changes to the track cominvestment was certainly high on the fun
mittee for 2015. Dick Anderson has
and education meter, we greatly apprecistepped into the Chief Instructor role
as of our final 2014 DE event at Thomp- ate their level of participation in our DE
program. Information on those folks who
son. Marcus Collins will be handling
Track Operations for 2015 as Chip Wood qualified for rebates was turned over to the
NER board and Treasurer and the checks
moves into the Track Tech Lead role,
have been mailed.
replacing Ann Anderson who moves
More rebate trivia: of the 65 ‘rebatees’ (if
behind the scenes helping Dick with
it’s
not a word, it should be), 38 did more
the administrative portion of the Chief
events
than last year, 18 did the same
Instructor position.
number
of events as last year and eight did
As many of you are aware, either from
fewer
events
than they did last year. Seven
participating in our DE program or from
drivers
that
qualifi
ed for rebates in 2014
reading this column, we are on the third
did
no
events
last
year.
And, as evidence of
year of our DE Rebate program. This prothe
continued
high
level
of participation
gram provides a scaled rebate to drivers
by
your
track
committee,
all 11 track comthat participate in multiple NER-hosted
mittee
members
qualifi
ed
for rebates.
DE events. Drivers that attend three of
While
we’re
on
the
subject
of numbers…
our five events qualify for a 5% rebate on
Novice
Day
in
May
saw
31
Green
run-group
their fees, attendees at four of five events
continued
on
page 37
earn a 7.5% rebate, and
drivers that attend all five
events receive a 10% rebate.
59 Pond Street
First, some background
Norwell MA 02061
numbers… a total of 321
877-PORSCHE
people attended at least
www.porschenorwell.com
John Ziedins
one NER-hosted DE event
General Sales Manager
in 2014 (20 more than last
Direct: 781-261-5006
year). Of these 192 attended
Cell: 781-789-5116
Fax: 781-871-2339
one event. Many of the
jziedins@porschenorwell.com
single event attendees were
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he Cars North America, Inc. Porsche recommends seat belt usage and observance of all traffic laws at all times.

Adrenaline shots.
Now administered via ignition key.
The rush is immediate. A 340-horsepower twin-turbo V6. Standard PDK double-clutch transmission. Active allwheel drive with Porsche Traction Management for maximum grip in varying driving conditions. The new
Porsche Macan S is built around our defining belief that every drive should be unforgettable. And every car
should be a sports car. Discover a more adrenalized life with a test drive. Porsche. There is no substitute.

The new 2015 Macan S

Porsche of Norwell
75 Pond Street
Norwell MA 02061
(877) PORSCHE
www.norwell.porschedealer.com
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Tour at Paul Russell and Company
2014 Calendar
At-A-Glance

r
Decembe

December
6 - Paul Russell Tour
10 - Board Meeting
January 2015
10- Annual Gala
14 - Board Meeting
February 2015
8 - Winter Warmer
11 - Board Meeting

6th

T

wenty-two of Paul Russell’s clients’ cars have won 40 Best of Show honors since 1987. They
have generously offered to let PCA-NER members tour their shop. Many of us will go to
Woodmans for lunch afterwards. This is one of our premier events and it will sell out. Whet
your appetite by going to www.paulrussell.com then go to www.pcaner.motorsports.reg.com to
sign up.

Gala Silent Auction Items Needed!

E

ach year NER holds a Silent Auction to benefit charity at its Annual Dinner. This year the
Silent Auction will once again benefit Angel Flight NE. As you know Angel Flight NE is an
organization of private pilots who provide free flights to medical institutions for patients
and their families.
If you can contribute something to be included in the Silent Auction, please contact Joyce
Brinton at
joyce.brinton@gmail.com. Some examples of popular items from past Auctions include: automotive products and services, art works, handmade craft items, books, wine/food baskets, various
kinds of professional services, and coupons for all sorts of goodies. New ideas are always appreciated. If you have donated in the past, we hope you will again this year.
Also wanted are volunteers to handle the “Pick up and Pay” at the end of the evening.
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Winter Warmer

ary 8th
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e
F
,
y
a
Sund

PRESENTED BY HERB CHAMBERS PORSCHE OF BOSTON

N

eed a mid-winter taste of your favorite car? This will be the third year for this very
popular event. Join us on Sunday February 8th for coffee and a whole lot more courtesy of Mr. Chambers, General Manager Ian Miller and Leasing Manager “Racetrack
Rick” Scourtas. Look at cars, meet your friends and, once everyone is there, Rick will catch us
up on the latest Porsche news. There will be coffee upon arrival and lunch later (killer 6 foot
sandwiches last year!). We don’t want to be greedy but there will probably be some really
nice items raffled off. And who knows what else? Weather permitting take a test drive.
The event starts at 11am and the address is: 1172 Commonwealth Ave.Boston. Please go to
our website and book online so we can plan food (and, very importantly in February, we will
have your email to contact you if the event has to be cancelled due to lousy weather).
Questions: contact Steve Ross at... admin@porschenet.com
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Sales • Service • Parts

NEW LOCATION
Boulder Industrial Park
Building 10-A
(Behind Northern Equipment)
off Route 20 in North Oxford, MA

888-414-2287
PG. 20
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EZϮϬϭϱĂůĞŶĚĂƌ
ϮϬϭϱEZDĞŵďĞƌ͛Ɛ
ĂƌĂůĞŶĚĂƌŝƐŶŽǁ
ĂǀĂŝůĂďůĞͲŵĂŬĞƐĂ
ŐƌĞĂƚ,ŽůŝĚĂǇŐŝŌ͊

KŶůǇΨϭϱ
'ĞƚǇŽƵƌĐŽƉǇĂƚ
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Pegan Lane

$9,800,000

EXCEPTIONAL ESTATE OPPORTUNITY: Stunning rarely available property, privately situated at the top of Pegan
Hill in Dover and Natick, encompasses three magnificent parcels. The site offers expansive rolling meadows and woodlands
with tremendous privacy and panoramic hilltop views that are extraordinarily unique for the Greater Boston area: Mount
Monadnock in New Hampshire to the north and Blue Hills to the south. The property includes 193 Pegan Lane, 50 Pegan
Lane and 40 Pegan Lane, totaling 46± acres. 25± acres are bound by conservation restrictions, with the remaining 21± acres
unrestricted. The property is surrounded by permanently protected conservation land. Most of the developable portions of
the offered parcels are cleared. This property is available as a magnificent single large estate; however individual offers will
be accepted for 50 Pegan Lane and 40 Pegan Lane once there has been an accepted offer on 193 Pegan Lane. Experience the
unrivaled elegance and beauty that defines Pegan Hill.

Jill Boudreau
Premier Associate

International President’s Elite
Previews Property Specialist

Cell: (617) 460-3787

The Right Broker Does Make The Difference. Expect More.™
Email: Jill@JillBoudreau.com
Jill.Boudreau@NEMoves.com
71 Central Street, Wellesley, MA 02482
1HſEG  Z
© 2014 Coldwell Banker Residential Brokerage. All Rights Reserved. Coldwell Banker Residential Brokerage fully supports the principles of the Fair
Housing Act and the Equal Opportunity Act. Operated by a subsidiary of NRT LLC. Coldwell Banker® and the Coldwell Banker logo are registered
service marks owned by Coldwell Banker Real Estate LLC. This information was supplied by Seller and/or other sources. Broker believes this
KPHQTOCVKQPVQDGEQTTGEVDWVJCUPQVXGTKſGFVJKUKPHQTOCVKQPCPFCUUWOGUPQNGICNTGURQPUKDKNKV[HQTKVUCEEWTCE[$W[GTUUJQWNFKPXGUVKICVGVJGUG
issues to their own satisfaction. If your property is currently listed for sale, this is not intended as a solicitation. If your property is listed with a real estate broker,
please disregard. It is not our intention to solicit the offerings of other real estate brokers. We are happy to work with them and cooperate fully.
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Biannual Auction

Copy by Bill Seymour, Photos by Davis Pan

A

bout 30 bargain seekers showed
up at the VFW Hall in Natick on
Saturday, November 8th to see
what goodies they could score.
Auctioneer Extraordinaire Tom
Tate (wearing the appropriate apron) presided, goading reluctant bidders into action —
sometimes with fairly sharp barbs. We do this
every two years: you clean out your garage,
lug the stuff to the auction, and then either
pocket or donate the proceeds (to our charity,
Angel Flight NE). There was a good selection
of the usual sorts of stuff : car posters, Porsche
brochures, car models, random Porsche parts,
used tires and wheels, etc. Some stuff drew
some spirited bidding — a remote-control
Ferrari was heavily contested and went for a
good three-figure sum.
Some stuff couldn’t be given away — a perfectly good set of 225/50x16 wheels and tires
couldn’t find a home at the rather fair price of
$0 (maybe if they had come off a Porsche instead of a Mazda there would have been more
interest). Some stuff didn’t make the reserve
(a beat up steering wheel from a Mercedes
300SL Gullwing is a nice knick-knack, but
what the hell are you really going to do with
it?). It was pointed out, correctly, that many
of the items that didn’t sell, or sold for very
little, would generate a nice profit if re-sold
on eBay! But that’s not how we
‘Nor’eastas’ roll, now is it? More
likely the circumstances were
that people brought something
that had been gathering dust in
their garage and then brought
home something different that
will begin gathering dust in their
garage (and might come back to
the auction in two years).
After the event, a dozen of us
went to John Harvard Brew pub
for further car debates, a beer
and some grub.
Thanks to Tom for his usual fine
job (which included bringing
lots of stuff to sell). See you in
two years!
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2015 Rennsport Reunion!
Copy and Photos by PCNA

P

orsche Cars North America
celebrating its 60th year in 2015, will
CEO and general manager of Mazda
(PCNA) and Mazda Raceway
once again play an integral role, capRaceway
Laguna
Seca.
“We
are
proud
Laguna Seca announced
ping their year-long celebration.
that
Porsche
will
come
back
to
our
track
today that the next Porsche
Future details will be published on
where
it
has
a
long
racing
tradition,
Rennsport Reunion will
Porsche’s
press website (www.press.
and
my
team
and
I
look
forward
to
help
again take place at the famed California
porsche.com)
and Mazda Raceway
making
this
the
best
Rennsport
Reunion
racetrack the weekend of October 9–11,
Laguna
Seca’s
website (http:// www.
ever.
”
2015.
mazdaraceway.com),
as they become
Porsche
Rennsport
Reunion
V
will
Hosted by PCNA, Rennsport Reunion
available.
assemble
a
wide
variety
of
Porsche’s
V will, once again, bring together an
most historic racing models from the
extraordinary gathering of significant
nimble mid-engine 550 Spyder of the
Porsche vintage and current racecars,
mid-Fifties, through the mighty 917 and
as well those who have designed,
956/962 of the Seventies and Eightengineered, and driven them to victory
ies, to the highly successful 911 GT3
in the world’s most famous sports car
races. The three-day program of on-track RSR and RS Spyder of the last decade.
Special tribute will be paid to the car
competition will be complemented by
that embodies Porsche’s return to the
a Concours d’Elegance, which is open
top of sports car racing. The 919 LMP1
to invited race participants, and special
Prototype is the guarantee that Porsche
activities celebrating each of the six demotorsports — and Rennsport Reunion
cades of legendary Porsche racecars.
This incomparable event has been held — have a successful future.
During Porsche Rennsport Reunion
about every three years. After stagIV,
approximately 1,300 Porsche Club of
ing the first three rounds in the East,
America
(PCA) member-owned Porsche
with the inaugural at Lime Rock Park
models
from
the past 66 years helped fill
in 2001, Rennsport Reunion IV moved
the
show
fi
elds,
race classes, and parking
west in 2011, tapping into a vast array of
lots
of
Mazda
Raceway
Laguna Seca. For
west coast car aficionados and Porsche
the
upcoming
fi
fth
rendition,
the PCA,
enthusiasts. “While the Rennsport name
from the beginning has become a staple
fixture for international collectors and
racers, choosing the Monterey
Peninsula opened up this oneof-a-kind gathering to the many
Porsche fans in California and
beyond who were previously
Sales, Maintenance & Fabrication Work on German and Italian High Performance Automobiles
unable to attend,” said Detlev
von Platen, President and Chief
Executive Officer of Porsche
Cars North America. “Approximately 40,000 spectators for the
weekend, and a record number
of race cars and participants,
proved that our decision to
come here was correct.”
“After that truly rare gathering
of significant Porsche racecars
on the West Coast in 2011,
we can expect an even larger
number of fans of the Stuttgart
sports car icon to attend next
PCA authorized tech inspector
year,” predicted Gill Campbell,
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The First Porsche
Copy and Photos by PCNA

O

n the occasion of the
fifth anniversary of the
Porsche Museum
Atlanta — The first
Porsche branded design
was the Type 356 in the year 1948,
but the very first vehicle designed
by Ferdinand Porsche dates back to
1898 with the “Egger-Lohner electric
vehicle, C.2 Phaeton model,” known
as the “P1” for short. After 115 years,
the original and unrestored “P1” has
been recovered from a warehouse
and untouched since 1902. It will be
on permanent display at the Porsche
Museum, which is celebrating its fifth
anniversary.
Designed and built by 22-year old
Ferdinand Porsche, the “P1” took
to the streets of Vienna, Austria, on
June 26, 1898. Young Ferdinand had
engraved the code “P1” (standing for
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Porsche, number one) onto all of the
key components, thus giving the electric vehicle its unofficial name. The
highly compact rear mounted electric
drive weighs 287 lbs. and produces 3
hp. For short periods, up to 5 hp could
be achieved in overdrive mode allowing the P1 to reach speeds up to 21
mph. The vehicle speed was regulated
via a 12-speed control unit and the
overall range of the 2,977 lb. vehicle
could span up to 49 miles. Another innovation was the Lohner alternating
vehicle body, which was mounted on
the wooden ’chassis‘ and allowed the
vehicle to be a coupe style or an open
Phaeton design.
First testing of the “P1” was completed in September 1899 at the
international motor vehicle exhibition
in the German capital of Berlin. An allelectric vehicle race over a distance
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of 24 miles was announced in Berlin for
September 28. With three passengers
onboard, Ferdinand Porsche steered his
“P1” across the finish line 18 minutes
ahead of the next competitor. More
than half the participants failed to finish
due to technical problems. Ferdinand
also came out on top in the efficiency
competition, as the “P1” recorded the
least amount of energy consumed.
Five years since the opening of the
Porsche Museum in January 2009, the
addition of the “P1” will be the centerpiece that introduces visitors to the first
part of the newly structured product
and motorsport history exhibition. It
will bridge the gap between the past
and present-day developments such as
the Porsche 918 Spyder. The 918 Spyder
follows the long tradition to be a technological benchmark that first started
115 years ago with the “P1.”
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Porsche Timeline
Copy and Photos by PCNA

I

n an age when most of its competitors have been absorbed into larger
manufacturers, Porsche remains a
staunchly — and profitably — independent maker of high-performance
sportscars. The Porsche name has become
synonymous with sports cars and racecars
because that is what company founders
Ferdinand Porsche and his son Ferdinand
(“Ferry”) set out to build when they first set
up shop with 200 workers in 1948.
The senior Porsche, whose engineering experience included Daimler-Benz,
established an independent design and
engineering firm in 1931 and designed the
Volkswagen Beetle. He brought a halfcentury of experience with innovation,
from a turn-of-the-century four-wheel
drive gasoline/electric hybrid vehicle to the
virtually unbeatable Auto Union Grand Prix
cars of the 1930s.
The younger Porsche helped grow the
new company and was instrumental in designing the first Porsche sportscar, the 356.
Though sporting just 40 horsepower from
a rear-mounted, slightly souped-up Beetle
engine, the first Porsche quickly made its
mark with agile handling, as well as attributes almost unknown among sportscars
of the day — comfort and reliability.
Porsche introduced its own engines in
the mid-1950s, along with more powerful
versions of the 356. After the 356 came a
true legend among modern automobiles,
the Porsche 911. Ahead of its time when
introduced in 1964, the rear-engine 911
evolved over three decades when Porsche
introduced a completely new 911 Carrera
for 1999. The lineage includes 911 S (1967),
the 911 Turbo (1974 [1976 in the U.S.]), the
first 911 Cabriolet (1983) and the first allwheel drive 911 Carrera 4 (1990).
Porsche introduced a series of front-engine models in the 1970s, starting with the
four-cylinder 924 (1976) and the unrelated
928 powered by the company’s first V-8
engine (1978). From the 924 sprang the
more powerful and sophisticated 944 and
944 Turbo, and finally the 968 in the early
‘90s. Porsche retired both the 968 and 928
in 1995 to focus on development of the
rear-engine 911 and mid-engine Boxster.
Porsche is also synonymous with racing, and Porsche cars began competing
almost immediately. To date, Porsche cars
have won an estimated 24,000 auto races
around the world, including more than 50
class wins at Le Mans.
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annual production surpasses 11,000.
A Humble Beginning (1948–1954)
A Sportscar Legend (1964–1972)
1948
Porsche introduces the aerodynamic
"356," named for its design project number. Through 1949, the company handbuilds the first 52 cars in a small garage
in Gmund, Austria.
_________________________________
1950
Porsche leases space in the Reutter body
factory in Zuffenhausen, a Stuttgart
suburb. Reutter builds bodies for the 356
and production reaches 369 for the year.
Sportscar enthusiasts take notice of the
lightweight, quick-handling 356. In New
York, importer Max Hoffman places the
first North American order for Porsches.
_________________________________
1951
Ferdinand Porsche dies. Horsepower for
the 356 jumps to 60.
_________________________________
1953
550 Spyder road/race model proves a
"giant killer" among larger, more powerful cars from Ferrari, Jaguar, Maserati and
Aston Martin.
_________________________________
1954
Speedster model introduced as lowpriced, "stripped-down" version of 356.
Today the 1954–1957 Speedsters are
among the most sought-after Porsches
by collectors.
Growth and Success (1956–1963)
1956
10,000th Porsche built. Top performance
road car is 100-hp Carrera.
_________________________________
1958
10,000th 356 built. Porsche outsources
body production as demand grows.
_________________________________
1962
Porsche establishes independent distribution network in Europe.
_________________________________
1963
Successor to the 356 first shown — the
911 powered by an all-new 2.0-liter, 130hp six-cylinder engine. Porsche takes
over its former body subcontractor, Reuter and establishes its own distribution
network in the United States. Worldwide
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1964
911 production begins and the new model
is an instant hit. U.S. price: $5,500.
_________________________________
1965
10,000th 356 production ends after 17
years and 77,361 built. Porsche quickly
responds to demand for new entry model
with the 912 — the 911 body with the
former 356 four-cylinder engine. U.S. price:
$4,000.
_________________________________
1966–1970
Porsche expands the 911 range quickly,
adding an innovative Targa with removable
roof panel (1966), Sportomatic semi-automatic transmission (1967), the high-performance 911 S (1967), a lower-priced 911
T (1968), fuel injection (1969) and larger
engines (1970).
___________________________________
1969
Production passes the 14,000 mark.
Porsche enlarges the Zuffenhausen factory
with a new multistory assembly operation.
___________________________________
1970
Porsche replaces the 912 with the 914, a
lower-priced, mid-engine sports car. The
914 offers either a Volkswagen four-cylinder engine or a Porsche six-cylinder engine
(914/6).
___________________________________
1972
Porsche opens its Research and Development Center in Weissach, Germany. Ferry
Porsche becomes chairman of the supervisory board of Porsche AG.
Brave New World (1975–1989)
1975
Porsche introduces 911 Turbo supercar in
North America as a 1976 model. The 911
Turbo combines exotic car performance
with luxury and everyday usability.
___________________________________
1976
Porsche replaces the 914 with the 924, a
front-engine sports coupe. The car is powered by an Audi engine and built by Audi
and features a rear transaxle for optimal
weight distribution. Porsche becomes the
first carmaker in the world to heat-galva-
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nize steel car bodies, and Porsche cars
come with a six-year guarantee against
rust.
________________________________
___
1977
Total Porsche production to date passes
300,000.
________________________________
___
1978
Porsche introduces the 928. It is radically
different from the 911 and features a
front-mounted, liquid-cooled 240-horsepower V-8 engine. The 911 becomes the
911 SC, featuring a 3.0-liter engine and a
host of enhancements.
________________________________
___
1981
924 model joined by 924 Turbo. The 924
is Porsche’s most popular model and also
a successful racecar.
_________________________________
_______
1982
Porsche Cars North America established
with its headquarters in Reno, Nevada.
New 944 model based on 924 but with
modified body and a Porsche-built fourcylinder engine.
_________________________________
1983
First 911 Cabriolet introduced. In the
U.S., the Cabriolet outsells the Targa and
quickly accounts for about one-third of
911 sales.
_________________________________
1984
Porsche AG goes public, with the Porsche
and Piech families holding 875,000
shares of stock and 875,000 preferred
shares listed for investors. 911 now
known as the Carrera, featuring greater
performance from a 3.2-liter engine.
_________________________________
1986
Porsche 944 is first car sold in U.S. with
both driver’s-side and passenger airbags
as standard equipment.
_________________________________
1987
250,000th 911 built.
_________________________________
1989
Body production ends at the former
Reuter plant. Production shifts to a
new factory across the street. Porsche
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contract-builds the 500E high-performance
sedan for Mercedes-Benz. The company
will build more than 11,000 of these cars
through 1995.

________________________________
___
1999
Porsche confirms that it will build its
new sport-utility vehicle in Leipzig,
Returning to Roots (1990–1996)
Germany. The vehicle, designed and
developed by Porsche and shared with
1990
Volkswagen, is scheduled to debut in
Porsche introduces the all-wheel drive 911 2002.
Carrera 4 and the rear-wheel drive 911
________________________________
Carrera 2. The cars share just 15 percent of ___
their parts with the previous 911. New Tip- 2000
tronic automatic transmission available for Boxster features larger 2.7-liter engine.
the Carrera 2 provides choice between fully Boxster S introduced with 3.2-liter,
automatic shifting and clutchless manual
250-horsepower engine. All-new 2001
shifting.
911 Turbo introduced with an engine
_________________________________
based on that of the GT1 racecar that
1993
won Le Mans in 1998. Tiptronic S fiveDr. Wendelin Wiedekin, head of producspeed automatic transmission introtion and materials management, becomes duced as an option.
chairman of Porsche AG. Refocused on
911 development, Porsche introduces the Porsche unveils the Carrera GT during
final version of the air-cooled classic. The
the Paris Auto Show. Has a mid-engine,
same year, Porsche unveils a concept for
open-cockpit super car concept featura mid-engine sportscar called "Boxster."
ing a 5.5-liter, normally aspirated V-10
Overwhelming positive response perpowerplant with speed in excess of 200
suades Porsche to develop the car, which
mph.
will appear in 1997.
___________________________________ The New Millennium (2001 and beyond)
1995
Porsche discontinues its front-engine mod- 2001
els, the 968 (the final evolution of the 944), The Porsche 911 GT2 debuts with top
and the 928.
track speed of 195 mph. Carrera engines
___________________________________ increased to 320 horsepower. Adopt the
1996
911 Turbo headlight design and receive
One-millionth Porsche built in July. The 911 a newly shaped front end, widened rear
Turbo features the all-wheel drive system
end panel, and redesigned oval exhaust
from the 911 Carrera 4, dual turbochargers tailpipes.
and intercoolers and 400 horsepower.
_________________________________
2002
Toward a New Millennium (1997–2000)
Porsche announces plans to produce
the Carrera GT with a six-liter V10
1997
engine. An all-new 911 Targa and 911
Boxster introduced with mid-mounted
Carrera 4S are introduced based on
201-horsepower, 2.5-liter engine. Porsche
Porsche's current 911 models.
quickly responds to worldwide demand
_________________________________
by establishing a second Boxster assembly 2003
site in Finland.
Porsche introduces Cayenne Sport Util___________________________________ ity Vehicle as the Cayenne Turbo and
1998
Cayenne S. Boxster and Boxster S get
Ferry Porsche dies at age 88. Porsche
power boosts from Porsche's patented
introduces the first 100-percent all-new
VarioCam(r) engine technology.
911 model since the first one in 1964. The
_________________________________
new car breaks with 911 tradition by using 2004
a liquid-cooled engine — though it’s still
Carrera GT supercar and Porsche 911
a horizontally opposed six. The all-wheel
GT3 arrive in U.S. Full line-up includes
drive Carrera 4 introduces the Porsche
911 Coupe, Cabriolet and Targa models,
Stability Management system.
Boxster and Boxster S roadsters and
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Cayenne S and Cayenne Turbo sport utility
vehicles. Special 40th Anniversary 911 and
new V-6 Cayenne introduced.
_________________________________
2005
The all-new 911 Carrera and Carrera S
debut with a familiar silhouette, but with
more power and options. 911 Turbo S,
available as a coupe or cabriolet, comes
standard with 444 horsepower and Porsche
Ceramic Composite Brakes. New Cayenne
standard features, including Homelink, an
electronically latching rear tailgate and a
six-speed manual gearbox on the Cayenne
with a V6 engine.
_________________________________
2006
At the Geneva Motor Show, Porsche shows
the first series-production car with sparkignition engine to feature a turbocharger
with variable blade geometry (VTG) —
the 2007 Porsche 911 Turbo. At Geneva,
Porsche also introduced the new Porsche
911 GT3. The new 911 GT3 was equipped
with a 3.6 liter naturally aspirated engine
develops 415 hp, also shown at this time.
At about the same time the Porsche Cayenne Turbo S is launched.
In an historic race at the third American
Le Mans Series (ALMS), the Porsche RSSpyder racing cars entered by the American Penske team took the first and second
overall spots, marking the first time-but
not the last — that a sport prototype race
car in the LMP2 class beat all competitors.
That year Porsche dominated the LMP2
class with seven series wins.
In August of 2006, Porsche introduces an
updated and more powerful version of its
famous Boxster and Boxster S roadsters. At
about the same time, Porsche brings the
standard version of the Cayman to market
at a price of $49,400.
___________________________________
2007
The new 2008 Porsche Cayenne is unveiled
to the public for the first time at the North
American International Auto Show, the
introduction marks the world debut of the
more powerful and stylish generation of
Porsche's sport utility vehicle. Porsche also
plans the launch in Frankfurt, Germany,
of its top-of-the-line 911 Turbo Cabriolet,
which offers an exhilarating 480 horsepower (60 horsepower more than its predecessor), Variable Turbine Geometry (VTG),
and all-wheel drive. The market launch is
September 8th, 2007.
___________________________________
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2008
On February 4th in the 200,000th
Porsche Cayenne rolled proudly off the
assembly line in Leipzig, Germany. The
model was a Cayenne GTS, which was
unveiled that month at the Chicago
Auto Show and launched that spring.
That same month, Porsche Cars Canada,
which had previously been a part of
PCNA, becomes a separate subsidiary
called Porsche Cars Canada.
In March, PCNA celebrates 10 years of
being in Atlanta. On June 8th, Porsche
celebrates its 60th anniversary of a
sports car carrying the Porsche name
plate.
On the racing front in the U.S. the big
news is that Porsche, with Penske Racing, takes the ALMS LMP2 Championship
and Porsche wins the GT class in ALMS
as well.
In October, Porsche launches the new
911 Carrera and Carrera S and their
Cabriolet siblings that offer new breakthrough technologies, including direct
injection and the highly advanced PDK
transmission.
On November 19th, Porsche unveils
the new, second generation and more
powerful Cayman and Boxster models
at the Los Angeles Auto Show. Sadly,
on December 18th, PCNA mourned the
passing of longtime public relations
manager, Bob Carlson.
_______________________________
2009
On January 5th, Porsche releases the first
photos of its first four-door sports sedan,
the Panamera; the company also announces that the car will be unveiled for
the first time at the Shanghai Auto Show
that spring.
On January 31st, the new Porsche
Museum opens its doors to the public in
Stuttgart-Zuffenhausen. Representing
one of the most spectacular buildings
every built by the company, the Porsche
Museum serves to present the fascinating thrill and diversity of the Porsche
brand to visitors from all over the world.
In February 20th, Porsche releases further details on it forthcoming Cayenne S
Hybrid that will come with a sophisticated parallel hybrid system. The company
also announces that the same system
will come in the Panamera several year's
after its launch.
On April 9th, Porsche unveils the
new 911 GT3 for the first time in North
E
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America.
On April 20th in Shanghai, Porsche officially unveiled the Panamera — the German carmaker's first all-new, built-fromthe-ground up vehicle in seven years. By
June, final assembly of the Panamera is at
full capacity at Porsche's Leipzig facility.
In September, Porsche debuts the GT3
RS, GT3Cup Car, and 911 Turbo and 911
Turbo Cabriolet and 911 Sport Classic (not
available in the U.S.) at the Frankfurt Auto
Show.
On October 17th, the Panamera is
launched to the U.S. market. At the L.A.
Auto Show, Porsche reveals the exciting
new Boxster Spyder.
_______________________________
2010
February — Porsche begins selling the
new Boxster Spyder.
March — Porsche begins selling the new
911 Turbo and the GT3.
On March 1st — Porsche reveals the spectacular 918 Spyder concept at the Geneva
Auto Show.
June — Porsche begins selling its all-new
Cayenne S and Cayenne Turbo.
On June 5th — the V-6 powered 2011
Panamera and Panamera 4 went on sale
in the U.S.
On July 28th — Porsche announces that it
will build the 918 Spyder.
One year after its international market
launch, on September 10th, the Porsche
Panamera reaches a production milestone
of 22, 518.
Matthias Müller becomes the new Chief
Executive Officer (CEO) of Porsche AG, officially, on September 29th.
In October — Porsche Cars North America
begins selling the V6-powered 2011
Cayenne.
As part of its 60th anniversary celebration of selling cars in the U.S., Porsche Cars
North America conducts a My Porsche
Classic Search and locates what it believes
is one of the oldest Porsche's sold in the
U.S. — a lovingly restored 1952 Strawberry Red 356 Cabriolet.
The My Porsche Classic Search also
yielded the discovery of another distinguished and even rarer Porsche — a blue
1950 356 Cabriolet. This car is one of the
very first series production 356s built in
Stuttgart.
On November 1st — Porsche Cars North
America begins selling its first hybrid production vehicle ever — the 2011 Cayenne
S Hybrid.
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Patrick and Porsche
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atrick Dempsey will tackle the 2015 motorsport season at the wheel of a Porsche 911 RSR
in the Sports Car World Endurance Championship (WEC), including the world famous Le
Mans 24-hour race. The American actor and
race driver, who thrills fans all over the world in his role
as “McDreamy” in the medical drama “Grey’s Anatomy,”
has been following his passion for racing since 2013 as a
member of the Porsche motorsport family. With the expanded race program, the successful alliance between
Porsche and Patrick Dempsey will continue.
“I’m already looking forward to 2015, and I’m proud
to be able to contest the entire WEC as well as Le Mans
with a Porsche,” said Patrick Dempsey at the launch of
the program on Wednesday at the Los Angeles Motor
Show. “Porsche’s experience in long distance racing is invaluable. Porsche was winning sports car races before I
was even born. As a childhood fan of Porsche, I grew up
with their successes at Le Mans, Daytona, and the Targa
Florio. There are moments when I simply cannot believe
that I am now a member of this great team.”
Patrick Dempsey will compete in the races of the
Sports Car World Endurance Championship WEC with
the Porsche customer team Dempsey Proton Racing
in the GTE-Am class. One of his teammates will be the
experienced Porsche works driver Patrick Long (USA),
with whom he also trains away from the racetracks.
Both men are residents of California. In addition to the
WEC races, guest appearances in Porsche’s brand trophy
series such as the Porsche Mobil 1 Supercup as support
to the Formula One races are also planned.
During his first season with Porsche, Patrick Dempsey
scored fourth place in the GTE-Am class at the Le Mans
24 Hours in 2013 with the Porsche 911 GT3 RSR. In addition, he moved up two podium placings in the American Le Mans Series, taking home second from Laguna
Seca and third from Austin. The highlights of the 2014
season included fifth place at Le Mans in a Porsche 911
RSR as well as a podium spot at the new Tudor United
SportsCar Championship round at the Virginia International Raceway, where he finished third driving a
Porsche 911 GT America.
“We look forward to an exciting 2015 season with
Patrick Dempsey and to the continuation of our successful partnership,” said Bernhard Maier, Porsche AG Board
Member for Sales and Marketing, at the Los Angeles
Motor Show. “Before he drove his first race with Porsche
the world knew him primarily as an actor. Over the last
two years we’ve come to know him as a passionate race
driver who embodies the professionalism and amiability that makes the Porsche motorsport family what
it is. Now we are full of anticipation for more successes
together.”
“Customer sport enjoys a high priority at Porsche,”
affirms Porsche Head of Motorsport Dr. Frank-Steffen
Walliser. “For this reason we’re pleased to support
Patrick Dempsey and the Dempsey Proton Racing team
by providing one of our most successful and experienced works driver. Patrick Long and Patrick Dempsey
have already contested several races together and they
complement each other perfectly.”
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2006 Porsche Cayman S, 6sp manual, 51k miles, Sport chrono, BOSE, Heated seats,
excellent condition, Seal Gray over Natural Brown interior $29995.00

2007 Porsche 911 Targa 4, 6sp manual, 45k miles, fully serviced, very rare Targa! 19”
wheels, $97k Original MSRP, $47995

2006 Porsche 911 Carrera S Coupe, 6sp manual, 59k miles, factory navigation, dual
power, Full leather heated seats, BOSE, Xenon lights, 19” wheels $41995.00

2010 Porsche 911, Only 9815 Miles!!! 7sp PDK, Sport Chrono Plus, 19” wheels, BOSE,
Color crests, Macadamia metallic over beige. Stunning car! $59995.00

2007 Porsche Cayman, 5sp, 39k miles, BOSE, Xenon lights, Heated seats, 19” wheels with
new tires, terrific condition, silver over black leather PRICE REDUCED to $27995.00

Call Jason at 617-676-7000
Kachel Motor Co. Inc.
425 Canal St.
Lawrence, MA 01840
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On the Edge continued from page 6

I promptly double-dared Dave to order
one.
He agreed, but insisted that if I picked
his drinks, he got to choose mine, and I
agreed to the challenge.
The rest of the crew arrived, and after
pointing and laughing at our ridiculous
drinks, they also ordered what Dave and I
were drinking.
Hilarity ensued.
Friday promised to be a long day with
the race starting at 5:30 pm. We prepped
and washed the cars, then received word
that Road Atlanta wanted us out by
midnight (not noon on Saturday — our
original understanding). So in addition to
prepping, we were also tearing down.
The driver’s meeting was tense. Pirelli
arrived to defend their tires, and the drivers peppered the Lamborghini staff with
serious questions about safety.
“Can we change tires when we change
drivers?”
“No” was the answer.
“Several of us blew tires doing better
than 160 mph out there. This is a serious
safety issue!”
“You know that as drivers, you have to
manage the equipment under you. That
is your job, and part of the challenge of
racing.”
And that was that. Pirelli would admit
no weakness, and Lamborghini had to
stand by their choice.
Okay, we manage the tires.
The team headed back to the trailer
to talk strategy. Corey would have to
manage the tires and go fast, and when
Aaron got in, he’d have to go fast and
hope.
We would grid in 3rd, 8th and 13th.
The race started.
Twenty minutes into the race we were
12 seconds ahead. Corey was not setting
records, but the other drivers were also
managing their tires a little more conservatively.
We swapped drivers. A perfect change.
Aaron went out in 5th.
He climbed through the field quickly,
out-pacing, and out-driving the field.
He couldn’t guess how well Corey had
kept the tires safe, so all he could do was
drive.
Every time he came around turn 11, I
watched, and held my breath.
When the checker came down, we had
won — again — by 12 solid seconds. The
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team cheered and cheered, and when
we hit Victory lane, there was a lot of
hugging, and high-fives.
Even now when I think about it, I’m
filled with that feeling of elation that
consumed us at Victory Lane. I got to
carry the trophies back to the Paddock,
and present them again to the team.
Our drivers came 2nd in points of the
whole series, even though the car had
run half of the races. It was a pretty
sweet series banquet.
Next year’s should be even better.

writing this in the lounge at Frankfurt Airport on my way to the race.
Stealing an idea from NASCAR, the
final race will offer double points.
So, unlike recent years, the driver’s

Don’t Lift- continued from page 14

drivers (six more than last year). Of
those, drivers 14 attended only that
one event. Eleven attended a second
event (four made ‘away’ events at
LCMT or WGI, and seven made ‘local’
events at NHMS or Thompson). The
remaining six attended three or more
events and qualified for rebates (way
to go!).
Thanks everyone for helping to
make this another great DE season,
and — Don’t Lift!
Stan
Checkered Flag - continued from
page 12

racing. The Porsches eclipsed them this
year with some great racing (and very
few yellow flags). As Mike Orsini mentioned when I posted some pictures on
the NER Facebook pages (quick call out
to all members to join), the noise the
GT3 Cup cars make is superb with its

championship will be decided at the
last race.
We had superb weather for the
complete weekend (which made for
a very pleasant alternative to the first
snow of the season in Massachusetts).
It being Texas, and we being
meat-lovers, we decided to sample a
different traditional Texas barbecue
each night we were there. The town
of Lockhart — just a few minutes
south of the track on 85 mph roads
— seems to be Barbecue Central.
Black’s is highly recommended — full
of F1 fans over the weekend. Our
conclusion: all the venues we tried
were really good, but when it comes
to the meat the moist brisket is the
firm favorite.
Dani’s been mentioning (frequently) that I need more cowboy boots, so
after the racing was over it was off to
the Western Warehouse in San Marcos for another pair of Lucchese’s. All
I need now is a Stetson and to gain
an appreciation for country music
(this might be a real challenge) and I
could feel right at home in the Lone
Star state.

almost explosive-like gear changes.
The race itself finished with a Mercedes 1-2, Lewis Hamilton taking the
honors this time. The rest of the field
battled it out for the honors, and there
were a number of thrilling battles.
Hamilton seemed to have the momentum going into the race, with a string
of recent successes, but Rosberg won
the next race (Brazil) and this sets the
stage for a thrilling finale in Abu Dhabi.
I guess I have to say this because I’m
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Four Speeds and Drum Brakes - continued
from page 9

The Long and Winding Road - continued
from page 11

lawn mowed, so the weekend wasn’t a total
loss. Besides the memory of racing for two
hours flat-out, passing boats and brides on
roofs was still fresh in my mind, and I could
feel the lawn tractor going sideways as I
threw it into the turns. It felt great. We’ll all
be back to race another day, this time with
a few more spare parts.
While the race season is over in our area,
at least until the ice is thick enough, racing
is still in everyone’s thoughts. The SCCA
(Sports Car Club of America) has nearly
finished a new track out in Palmer, MA, and
as a member I was invited to do a track
tour. The paving had just been finished and
it would be the first time anyone would be
allowed to drive on the circuit.
I went out on a Sunday morning, finding it to be only a one-hour run out the
Turnpike. I guess everyone found it convenient as 200 cars showed up to sample the
curves. It looked like the start at a LeMons
Race. The track looked to have been carved
entirely out of a granite mountain. Huge
amounts of rock were piled everywhere.
The actual track reminded me of a roller
coaster because, except for the pit straight,
maybe 3/8 of a mile, every bit of pavement
is either going up a hill or down a hill. Since
it runs up one side and down the other of
the mountain the views are terrific in every
direction. Not that you are going have
time to look, because you’ll be busy every
second just trying to hustle through the
course. I’m not sure that it will be much
of a spectator course except for the front
straight, but it will be a terrific driver’s
course. It reminded me of an autocross
course with elevation changes. There area
is very rural, like Lime Rock 40 years ago.
There were no guardrails in place yet so
it was tough to imagine how it would look
‘fenced in’ but a number of turns reminded
me of the corkscrew at Laguna. Coming
up over a hill where all you can see ahead
is blue sky is going to take a little practice.
Can’t wait to see it in action next spring;
stay tuned.
Keep The Faith
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problem (although it must be noted
that Dennis’ language in describing
the behavior of other drivers is the
most colorful on the team). We ended
Saturday in 15th place with spirits high
and the car running fine without even
using oil. And I was only slightly goofy
after two hours behind the wheel. We
didn’t have to do anything to the car,
so we had plenty of time to shower
and have a nice dinner (at Tandy’s Top
Shelf on Main St. in Concord — happy
hour from 2:00 – 10:00 pm every day
— dinner for seven with lots of fancy
beer was $110!).
Sunday the weather was about the
same at the start, but later it sprinkled
hard enough to require wipers. Fortunately it never got too wet as the LeMons drivers are nuts enough in the dry.
Dave drove first and had our first trip
to the penalty box: he got rear-ended
and had to come in for his lecture (any
contact — even if you are not at fault
— requires a drive through the penalty
box). I was next and had an uneventful
run other than dealing with the knob
on the kill switch that had come loose,
requiring that I stuff it underneath my
leg lest it go flying around the car.
By this point our placement was a
function of when we pitted versus our
competition. The top cars were significantly ahead of us but places 10 – 20
were separated by less than 10 laps. All
of the cars ahead of us were running
faster laps, so we were only going
to gain positions by them pitting or
breaking. We briefly were as high as
12th but fell a place or two when Dennis got flagged in for passing under
yellow (virtually impossible to avoid
but he was the only one of us that got
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caught). We were in a solid 15th as Nick
started the last shift with the instruction, “Don’t get hit or break the car!” With
about half an hour left, the third place
car (a supercharged Toyota MR2 that
could pass us like we were standing still)
died — it was just a question of whether
or not we would complete enough laps
in the remaining time to overtake it.
Dave, Kristin and I were up in the stands
monitoring the race on an iPhone app
(“Race Monitor” — it’s very cool) and
we went into 14th place with under a
minute left. Cheers erupted.
So we soundly thrashed our goal of a
top 20 finish. We beat a lot of faster cars
by not breaking, making fewer driver
changes (but some of the cars ahead of
us did three-hour shifts!), staying out of
the penalty box, and having four drivers
of equal skill (it was clear that some of
the “faster” cars were fast with their best
driver but much slower with their other
drivers). And what is our reward? A winter of car work! “Just think (say the more
irrepressible members of the team) how
well we could do with a 1.8L engine —
that’s 40% more horsepower! We could
easily be in the top 10, we could even…”
No, don’t say that — we lost by 30 laps!
So the search begins for a parts car
with a 1.8 engine and an unbent rear
sub-assembly (to replace our bent one
from the NJ incident). We have signed
up for 2015 LeMons races at NJMP,
Thompson and NHMS. It’s lots of fun. You
should try it.
Finally, thanks to our partners, who not
only didn’t complain about this foolishness, but also did spotting duty!
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Oil and Water continued from page 13

power and Wi-Fi, so the downtime
travelling between countries provided
a great opportunity to use our laptops
to download and edit photos from
our adventures. Just like planes, I was
pleasantly surprised by how troublefree this mode of transportation was
in the EU.
Before we get to the cars, let’s briefly
talk about the buses. They are basically the same as in the U.S., with a
few more variants in sizes, and there
are more of them. The tourist areas
along the Danube are especially
clogged with buses due to all of the
river cruise activities. We used buses
to get around the cities and from
some of the shorter legs of our itinerary. If I have a choice I would take the
train exclusively. The buses are less
comfortable and you are highly dependent on finding a rest area along
the route. We had some members of
the group trying to run to the “water
closet” while squeezing their legs
together, only to find that they didn’t
have the proper coins for the country
we were in at the time (Hungary and
the Czech Republic aren’t using the
Euro yet). Luckily there was usually
one of us that had a pocket full of
change, so we avoided any embarrassing moments. Buses were adequate,
but not at the top of my list.
Now we can discuss cars. The only cars
I physically sat in were the transports
to and from the airport. We didn’t
even use one taxi during the trip. But,
in terms of viewing cars, there was an
abundance of choice. The variety of
brands and models as we moved from
one country to the next kept my head
on a turnstile. I could quickly identify
the typical euro brands available in
the U.S.: BMW, MB, VW, Porsche, Audi
and Ferrari. But there were many models rebranded and also many cars, we
don’t see in the U.S. The non-U.S. fleet
included Peugeot, Skoda and many
models of Fiat and Smart.
One observation was glaring. There
simply were not many British cars
to be seen. Each location had a few
Mini Coopers, but I didn’t see one Jag,
McLaren or Land Rover. Asian cars
were observed but not in dominant
numbers. There were handfuls of U.S.
brands such as Ford on the street, but
the most noticeable were the classics.

that are trained to numbly repeat a script
over and over again. But, the people in
the EU, especially Germany, bark out
orders to specific people. If you don’t
have your ticket and passport ready, you
are moved aside. If you have to unlace
your boots, you are moved aside. If you
put water through the X-ray machine,
you now get to have all of your luggage
hand searched. There is no tolerance for
ignorance or for not paying attention to
directions. It is a highly impressive and
efficient system. We had less than 40
minutes to exit our flight, transfer to the
domestic terminal and get to our gate.
We had to take a train between terminals, use moving walkways for about a
mile of terminal and also clear passport
control as well as security. I honestly
didn’t think we had a prayer of making
our connection, yet we made it with
twenty minutes to spare.
The process repeated itself on the return trip. We left Prague 15 minutes late
and only had 30 minutes to connect. We
walked onto the plane 12 minutes before
takeoff. This is not so much a hyper criticism of the U.S. processes as much as
it is identifying an opportunity to learn
from a best practice and to generally
make global travel faster. Do people like
getting barked at or moved aside if they
aren’t prepared? I’m guessing no. But, the
rest of us who are the beneficiaries of the
shorter lines and on time flights, sure do.
The EU is highly efficient (you can’t count
Heathrow) at moving people, and people
need to be highly efficient at knowing
what to do. There is crisp communication
and everybody is encouraged to move it.
Planes are generally on time and connections aren’t missed. How can we adopt
this for U.S. travel?
Next up are the trains. They are a very
common and economical form of travel
in the EU. People travel effortlessly from
one country to another, sometimes just
for a day. The rail system is ubiquitous
and the prices are fair. The tickets are
easy to purchase online or at the station.
There are seats equivalent to First Class,
Business Class and Economy as used by
the airlines. So, easy on, easy off, comfortable seats, refreshments and good
service; there really isn’t anything not
to like. Trains are on time to the minute
and once again very little nonsense is
tolerated. The trains also have electrical
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A display at the local Oktoberfest had a
big ‘60s Pink Cadillac, an early ‘70s Corvette and a ‘57 Chevy Bel Air. The American muscle cars and classics are admired
and displayed with pride in the EU. Most
don’t fit very well on the roads, so when
you see them, they really stand out.
One final observation was about the
condition of the cars. Due to EU laws,
there really aren’t any rust buckets on the
road. Cars can have the usual assortment
of bumps and bruises caused by city
driving, but rust is virtually non-existent.
A car with a rusted out body has to be
scrapped in the EU. The presence of auto
body shops that fix rust is very rare. This
helps explain why buying fully restored
classics from the U.S. has become increasingly popular in the EU (I think the
currency exchange rate applies too).
To wrap up this column, I can say
that planes, trains and automobiles are
fundamentally the same everywhere.
But how those modes of transportation
are managed and even preserved from
geography to geography is different,
interesting and even entertaining. I just
realized that somehow I managed to take
a column that was supposed to be about
a photography trek and still managed to
squeeze in content about cars. So much
for seeing the world through a different
lens, or maybe it was a windshield. I need
to check my photos.
Till next time, drive safe!
Mkerouac.pca@gmail.com
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If you’ve driven by lately,
you know that construction is underway.
Luckily for you, that means space is at a premium and inventory must go!

2011 Panamera
All-Wheel Drive Security
Silver/Black
Only 27,470 miles STK #P5598
Porsche Certified
NOW $61,492

Brand New 2013 911 Carrera
Aqua Blue/Gray
Save over $15,000!
MSRP $98,890 STK #3026-3
NOW $83,390

2013 911 Carrera Cabriolet
Stunning Black/Black
One Owner!
Only 13,477 miles STK #P5592
Porsche Certified
NOW $89,449

Others available at similar saving
norwell.porschedealer.com
(877) PORSCHE
59 Pond Street | Norwell, MA 02061
PG. 40
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Marketplace

For Sale

Set of Michelin Pilot Alpin PS2 M+S tires. 2- 235/40R18 10/32”, 2- 265/40R18 8/32”. New 11/32” and 10/32”. Off 05 Boxster S. $495
all 4. Michael 617 908 0176 Belmont MA. - michael crapulli 47 audrey rd belmont ma 02478 (12/14)
HRE 22 inch polished rims off of Cayanne Turbo, they are mounted on 295/30 ZR 22 Pirelli Scorpion tires, excellent condition,
value new at around $10,000…four tires, on four rims, $2000 contact Tom Fair, 401 481 1600, or tom fair@cox.net (12/14)
Boxster S - 2004 Black, 86,600 miles, 6 speed, A/C, ABS brakes, power steering, am/fm stereo with CD player (single disc), power
windows, power door locks, dual airbags, leather seats. Water pump and thermostat, IMS bearing, clutch/flywheel, rear main seal
and alternator have all been replaced in the last 16 months. Routine maintenance (including regular oil changes) done faithfully.
Have all records under current (second) owner - female non smoker. Clean Carfax (will share) qualifies for CARFAX Buyback Guarantee. Reason for sale: needed a car with a full size backseat. $16,300 OBRO DickAnderson114@gmail.com 978-764-0277 (12/14)
2004 Porsche 996 GT3: Black with black Euro GT3 leather seats. Upgrades to suspension for street or track use. Techquipment
roll bar, 6 point harnesses, Race Technology Video 4 data with 2 HD cameras and Dash 3 display. Excellent mechanical and cosmetic condition. Stock seats included. 23,800 miles. $63,999 aredc4s@aol.com6175120547 (10/14)
CCW 14 wheels for 996 GT3 and others: Black finish with red pinstripe. Fronts 18x9, rears 18x12 with Nitto NT-01 50% tread.
There are 3 front and 3 rear wheels. All are new this year in perfect condition. New price is $775 each. $3900 or best offer
aredc4s@aol.com 6175120547 (10/14)
Hoosier H2O rain tires: Brand new. 2 front 225/40/18 and 2 rear 305/35/18. Delivered price was $1600. Asking $1300 or best
offer aredc4s@aol.com 6175120547 (10/14)
Trailer capable of carrying 4 17 tires on Porsche wheels, lockable box, tire rack and attachment to towing ball. Custom made
hitch will work on 986 and 996 models and newer ones with some modification of the pickup points on rear bumper. Also comes
with wiring to adapt to Porsche’s harness. Recent restoration of entire wiring on trailer. Asking $250 please email Steve at slr944@
aol.com or call at 508-653-1695 pictures on request. (10/14)
Original “Mag Bra” thick magnetic vinyl fits 986 & 996 models Protects about 2/3 of the front hood from road debris and tire
“goobers” when used on track. Comes with carrying case $150. Note will not work on 987 or 997 due to aluminum hood on these
models. Picture on request. Contact at slr944@aol.com or call 508-653-1695. (10/14)
Two Bridgestone RE050 Pole position tires in like new condition. OEM size for 986 & 996 models 225/45R17 91Y. Located in
Natick will deliver a reasonable distance. $165 for both. Contact at slr944@aol.com or call 508-653-1695. (10/14)
Car Trailer R&R 718cha Aluminum.
Full bed aluminum duck tail open trailer
EZ on/off. R&R 718CHA 2005. Spare tire,
locks, electric brakes, tongue jack &
stabilizers. Trailer is in great condition w/
extras - tire rack, tool boxes and tongue
box. Wide body car - no problem 82” between wheel boxes. Located in Western
Nassau, NY. $3500 OBO. Contact Marc at
917 817 1127 or mefref@gmail.com for
additional information. (10/14)
Advertising Guidelines
Publication of paid advertising in the
NOR’EASTER does not constitute the endorsement by this publication or the Northeast Region of the products or services set
forth therein. The NOR’EASTER reserves the
unqualified right to approve for publication
all advertising submitted.
Marketplace Guidelines
Deadline for submitting ads for MARKETPLACE to the editor is no later than the 15th
of each month to appear in the next issue
of the magazine. Advertising Porsches or
Porsche parts or to solicit materials is free to
members in this section of the publication.
Ads will run for two months unless the editor
is formally notified. To place your want ad
send a note to the editor containing your
copy. Please limit copy to a maximum of six
lines.
Ads can be emailed to: aross@porschenet.
com.
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Elite Auto Repair, Inc.
1587 Post Road
Warwick, RI 02888
eliteautori.com
info@eliteautori.com

401-736-8942
Your Porsche Specialist

RI’s only preferred installer of the
LN Engineering IMS Retrofit Kits for Porsche
lnengineering.com/installers.html

Building Relationships for the road ahead
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New Members
Jeffrey Gault
Marblehead MA
2014 911-50
Robert Gomes
Charlestown, MA
2015 Cayman GTS

Thomas Bigony
Weston, MA 2014
911 Carrera S

NER Board of Directors
President
Kristin Larson
1 Wheelwright Ln, Acton MA 01720
978-302-3634;
Vice President - Administrative
Bill Seymour and Rosemary Driscoll
508-650-0720; admin@PorscheNet.com
Vice President - Activities
Nick Shanny
21 Endicott Street, Newton, MA 02461
617-852-1800; activities@PorscheNet.com
Treasurer
Michael Orsini: treasurer@PorscheNet.com
Secretary
Marcus Collins
16 Meriam Street, Lexington, MA 02420
617 997 9145; secretary@PorscheNet.com
Membership
Dani Fleming and Marcus Collins
16 Meriam Street, Lexington, MA 02420
617 997 9145; membership@PorscheNet.com
NOR’EASTER Editor
Adrianne Ross
781-249-5091, aross@PorscheNet.com
Past President
Chris Mongeon
147 Fire Rd. #12, Lancaster, MA 01523
508-439-2315; c_mongeon1@hotmail.com

Jeff Colburn North
Attleboro, MA
2005 Boxster

Richard Sawyer
Kingston, MA
2014 Cayman

Timothy Lyons
Smithfield, RI
2007 Boxster

Jeffrey DeLong
West Tisbury, MA
2008 911 Carrera

John Skrbinsek
Haberfield, NSW
1982
911 SC Targa

Douglas Nelson
Cranston, RI
2008 Cayenne

Carlos Estrada
Brookline, MA 2002
911 Turbo

Jeff Sudman,
Walpole MA
2014 Cayman S

Ronald O’Hanley
Boston, MA
1964 356

Paul Fowler
North Andover, MA
2007 911 Carrera S

Gene Comella,
Walpole MA
2013 911 Carrera

George Pantazelos
Medfield, MA
1996 911 Carrera

Kenneth Frank
Washington, DC
2014 Boxster

Committee Chairs

Guy Rososhansky
Worcester, MA
2007 911 Turbo

Eric Kaul
Quincy, MA

Michael Rego
Providence, RI
1992 911 Turbo

Chair - Autocross
Bill Seymour
Admin@PorscheNet.com
Chair - Concours d’Elegance
Steve Ross
49 Village Brook Lane, Natick, MA 01760
508-653-1695: PastPresident@PorscheNet.com
Registration - Autocross
Dave Berman
1 Wheelwright Ln, Acton MA 01720
781-223-4119: Dh_berman@yahoo.com
Chair -Driver Education
Stan Corbett
21 Elm St., North Grafton, MA 01536
774-275-1621: stanley_corbett@msn.com
Registration - Driver Education
Mark Keefe
508-529-6127: TCReg@PorscheNet.com
DE Tech
Ann Anderson
(617) 593-7545: Ann.Anderson819@gmail.com
Chief Driving Instructor - Driver Education
Dick Anderson
Instructor Development - Driver Education
Bob Kelliher
Zone 1 Representative
Jennifer Webb
514-235-0157; jenniferbischoff@hotmail. com

Real Advice.
Real Results.
When you are really ready to
buy or sell, I’m available to
make it really happen.
Specializing In:
Back Bay
Bay Village
Beacon Hill
Brookline
Charlestown

Leather District
Midtown
North End
Seaport
South End

Search all MLS listings at robbcohen.com
Robb Cohen
ENGEL & VÖLKERS, Boston
Principal · Broker
9 Newbury Street, 2nd Floor
Mobile +1-617-962-0142
robb.cohen@evusa.com

©2014 Engel & Völkers. All rights reserved. Each
brokerage independently owned and operated. Engel &
Völkers and its independent License Partners are Equal
Opportunity Employers and fully support the principles
of the Fair Housing Act.
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The NOR’EASTER
c/o Adrianne Ross
17 Karal Dr.
Framingham, MA 01701

To:
Time Sensitive! Do Not Delay

Periodicals Postage Paid At
Framingham, MA 01701
and Additional Offices

